PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY VOLUNTEER (PHEV) NETWORK

Your Volunteer Unit looking for more opportunities?

Have your Unit join the PHEV Network to:

- Assist during public health emergencies
- Learn more about Public Health Emergencies
- Connect with the Department of Public Health
- Network with other volunteer units in LA County

Be part of
THE NETWORK
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/eprp
PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY VOLUNTEER (PHEV) NETWORK

How Your Unit Can Assist
The PHEV Network was developed to increase the coordination and capabilities of established community volunteer units willing to assist the Department of Public Health in responding to public health emergencies. This effort strives to nurture collaborations, effectively communicate and efficiently coordinate with existing community volunteer units through their coordinator or leadership.

Why join the Network?
- Opportunities to assist the Department of Public Health in responding to public health emergencies
- Learn about public health emergencies and how to prepare your communities

Can your volunteer unit join the Network?
- Is your unit interested in responding to public health emergencies with the Department of Public Health?
- Is your unit interested in learning more about public health emergencies?
- Is your unit coordinator(s) willing to assist in coordinating deployment of its members during a public health emergency?
- Is your unit coordinator(s) willing to disseminate information to its members?

IF you said, YES!
Then WE NEED YOUR UNIT!

JOIN TODAY!
PHEV NETWORK
HTTP://WWW.PUBLICHEALTH.LACOUNTY.GOV/EPRP

Joseph Kim
PHEV Network Coordinator
600 S Commonwealth Ave #700
Los Angeles, CA 90005
Direct line: :213-637-3634
joskim@ph.lacounty.gov